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Abstract 

Oceans give significant renewable energy choices to produce environmentally friendly and 

clean energy. At present time there are issues over the world climate changes and awareness 

required for lessening greenhouse gas outflows. In a feasible energy future, the tidal energy has 

the potential to play a valuable part. This paper presents the prospects of tidal energy and its 

potentials. It covers a brief review of tidal energy and technology which harness this renewable 

energy. It also contains the detail survey of accessible energy transformation innovations and 

case studies with focus on tidal power potential. The demonstrated choice for tidal energy 

conversion is tidal barrage technology. A tidal barrage uses the potential energy of the tides 

and has demonstrated to be productive, despite restriction from environmental groups. Kinetic 

energy can also be harnessed from tidal currents to produce power by installing tidal current 

turbine. This can be the more desired strategy of capturing the energy within the tides. Tidal 

current turbine technology is as of now not economically practical, because it is still in an early 

phase of advancement. 

 

Sammanfattning 

Oceaner ger betydande alternativ för förnybar energi för att producera miljövänlig och ren 

energi. För närvarande finns det problem över världens klimatförändringar och medvetenhet 

som krävs för att minska växthusgas utflöden. I en möjlig energi framtid har tidvatten energin 

potential att spela en värdefull roll. Detta dokument presenterar utsikterna för tidvattenenergi 

och dess potentialer. Det omfattar en kort genomgång av tidvattenenergi och teknik som 

utnyttjar denna förnybara energi. Den innehåller också detaljerad undersökning av tillgängliga 

innovationer energiomvandling och fallstudier med fokus på tidvattenkraft potential. Det 

demonstrerade valet för tidvattens energiomvandling är Tidal Barrage teknik. En tidvattens 

fördämning använder den potentiella energin i tidvattnet och har visat sig vara produktiv, trots 

restriktioner från miljögrupper. Kinetisk energi kan också utnyttjas från tidvattenströmmar att 

producera kraft genom att installera tidvattenström turbin. Detta kan vara den mer önskade 

strategin att fånga energin inom tidvattnet. Tidvattens-ström turbin teknologi är som av nu inte 

economically praktiskt, därför att den är stilla i en tidig sort arrangerar gradvis av befordran. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 World Energy Scenario 

The increasing demand of energy associated with environmental issues has most challenged to 

researchers and companies to seek renewable and competitive energy sources. The important 

facts for businesses and governments are good to prompt to renewable energies because fossil 

fuels are limited resources and are rapidly decreasing. Fossil fuels come to crest oil- the point 

at which request exceeds supply [1]. Fossil fuels will run out inevitably and it will take a few 

million years to recharge what we have utilized in around 150 years [2]. As the human 

population increases, our rate of utilization of these fossil power also increases. It will run out 

and people ought to get ready for a post-fossil fuel world soon [2]. 

The worldwide energy necessities are fundamentally given by combustion of fossil fuels. In 

2007, the energy shares worldwide from fossil fuel was 88% of the whole essential energy 

utilization. This essential energy utilization comprises of 35.6% oil (3952.8 million tons of oil 

comparable) 23.8% natural gas (2637.7 million tons of oil), 28.6% coal (3177.5 million tons 

of oil), 5.6% atomic (622 million tons of oil) and 6.4% hydroelectricity (709.2 million tons of 

oil) [3]. The result of this overcoming reliance on fossil fuels is getting to be progressively 

concerning. Fossil fuels have constrained potential and, at the current rate of misuse, it is 

anticipated that these assets will drain inside the coming decades. The security of supply issues 

is not as its new concerning components from an over reliance on fossil fuels to meet energy 

demand. The CO2 discharged into the environment from burning fossil fuels limits the soil from 

emanating the warm from the sun back into space, which increases worldwide temperature. 

This worldwide issue known as the greenhouse impact causes sensational climate to alter and, 

inevitability, a rise in ocean level [4]. The expanded abuse of coal and atomic energy to ease 

the oil reliance has come about in acid rain and open concern over atomic waste [3]. 

Most renewable energy sources, and the innovation utilized to saddle them, are low carbon 

outflow. In most cases, once introduced they have negligible or no carbon output and can still 

give our energy needs. Able to never go completely carbon neutral because it takes assists to 

make a solar panel, construct a dam and so on, but it could be a basic and critical reduction of 

our carbon output. Carbon impression needs to be decreased eminently. Due to the carbon 

emission, ice caps are dissolving, and the ocean levels are rising which causes national 

instability as well as being a costly circumstance for our protection. The advancement of 

renewable energy technologies is generally impacted by energy policy [5]. Sun powered and 

wind energy advances have picked up the most prominent consideration as of late and thus 

have created significantly. The most drawback of most renewable energy technologies are their 

discontinuous accessibility and variation in energy intensity. Renewable energy may be control 

produced from sun, wind, water and other source moderate through a normal process. To 

qualify, power must come from solar, geothermal, wind, wave power, biofuels or small-scale 

hydroelectric plants. 

Energy security may be relative newcomer to open recognition when we consider the more 

require for renewable energy. Energy security will be ended up a much greater figure as fossil 

power start to decrease. More than ever some time recently, requests on energy supply regularly 

exceed supply of customary generation constraining cost up [6]. It is anticipated that increased 

tension over securing and security of assets may lead to global worldwide strife. A few are as 

of now contending that the emergency in Syria is less approximately campaign for vote based 

system change in a major centre Eastern control, and more a result of continuous regional 

climate emergency. Former farmers who have fled to Europe and beyond have cited drought 
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as the major catalyst for the civil war in the country [7]. The cost of oil has fluctuated greatly 

within the last 10-15-year long time - from an all-time high in 2012 to 2013 to record lows in 

2015 to 2016. Oil costs have a knock-on impact for the economy when they are at the 

extraordinary and lead to changes [8]. Oil is a commodity and when cost is erratic, it affects 

jobs all over the world. 

Renewable energy offers a steady and supported supply (such as hydroelectric, wave power, 

solar and biofuels), energy costs are likely to say steady and in turn, keep the economy steady 

[9]. 

According to a report by the International Energy Agency, the increment of sum of power 

created from renewable sources expanded from fair over 13% in 2012 to 22% the taking after 

year. They moreover predict that that figure ought to hit 26% by 2020 [10]. 

1.2 Renewable Energy Tidal Energy 

The increasing energy request related with environmental issues has challenged analysts and 

companies to look for renewable and competitive energy sources. Oceans cover over two third 

of earth’s surface. Energy produced from the world’s oceans offers the potential for significant 

commitments to the global renewable energy supply. The large volumes of water moved every 

day and flow of the worldwide contains educate energy that can be gathered to produce 

electricity to back human needs. 

Most shapes of renewable energy such as wind and solar are discontinuous and unusual. Tidal 

energy is irregular, but unsurprising (the tides are predictable a long time in progress both in 

timing and magnitude). Oceans have significant renewable energy choice to supply 

environmentally friendly and clean energy. The ocean energy may be great substitution for 

conventional energy resources like fossil fuels which are on the verge of skirt of lessening and 

are not environmentally friendly. The main disadvantage of most renewable energy 

technologies are their irregular accessibility and variation in energy intensity. 

Tidal energy determines straightforward from the gravitational and centrifugal forces between 

the earth, moon and sun [11]. A few coastal and seabed conditions heightening the tidal range 

due to bottleneck, reflection and resonance effects. Tidal energy is one of the numerous shapes 

of Renewable Energy like Solar, Wind and Geothermal Energy. It is inferred from the 

movement of Waves or Tides due to the Gravitational Attraction of the Earth and the Moon. It 

could be a frame of Gravitational Energy which can be utilized to do Work or be changed over 

in other forms of Energy. It is an ocean-based innovation with the high potential of giving clean 

and free energy for the future. Tidal power includes taking advantage of the kinetic energy 

stored in the movement of the incoming and outgoing tides, as well as the daily differences 

between the high tide and the low tide at a given location. 

Tidal power is an environmentally friendly energy source. In expansion to be a renewable 

energy, it does not transmit any climate gases and does not take up a lot of space. Tidal currents 

are profoundly unsurprising. High and low tide create with well-known cycles, making it less 

demanding to develop the system with right measurements, since we as of know what kind of 

powers the equipment will be uncover to. Since of this, indeed although the turbines that are 

being utilized (tidal stream generators that is) exceptionally comparative to wind turbines, both 

the physical size and the installed capacity has totally other limitations [12].  
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Effective at low speeds Water has 1000 times higher density than air, which makes it 

conceivable to create power at low speeds. Calculations appear that power can be produced 

indeed at 1m/s (proportionate to a small over 3ft/s). In long term, it decreases the cost these 

power plants can offer their electricity, making tidal energy more cost competitive. The tidal 

barrage power plant, La Rance was opened as of now in 1966 and still produces expansive 

sums of power. 

Wind turbines and solar panels oriented come with a warranty of 20 to 25 years, and whereas 

few solar cells have come to the 40-year mark, they ordinarily deteriorate at a pace of 0.5% 

efficiency per year. The longer lifespan of tidal power makes it much more cost-competitive 

within the long run. Even nuclear power plants don’t final this long. For example, the new 

Hinckley Point C nuclear plant arranged to be built in Somerset, UK, is evaluated to supply 

power for around 60 years, once completed, according BBC report of UK government.  

1.3 What are Tides? 

Tides are one of the most reliable phenomena within the world. As the sun rises in the east and 

the stars come out at night, it is sure that the sea waters will routinely rise and fall along our 

shores. The taking after pages depict the tremendous forces that cause the world’s tides, and 

why it is important to get to know how they work. Basically, tides are exponentially long-

period waves that move through the oceans in response to the forces exerted by the moon and 

sun. Tides start within the oceans and advance toward the coastlines where they appear as the 

regular rise and fall of the sea surface. When the highest part, or crest of the wave comes to a 

specific location, high tide occurs; low tide corresponds to the lowest part of the wave, or its 

trough. The difference between high tide and low tide called tidal range. A horizontal 

movement of water often regularly goes with the rising and falling of the tide. This is called 

the tidal current. The approaching tide along the coast and into the bays and estuaries is called 

a flood current, the outgoing tide is called an ebb current. The strongest flood and ebb currents 

usually occur before or close to the time of the high and low tides. The weakest currents happen 

between the flood and ebb currents and are called slack tides. Within the open ocean tidal 

currents are moderately weak. Close estuary passages, narrow straits and inlets, the speed of 

tidal currents can reach up too few kilometres per hour [13]. 

 

Figure 1 As the tides rise and fall, they create flood and ebb currents [14] 

1.4  What causes Tides? 

Gravity is one major force that makes tides. In 1687, Sir Isaac Newton clarified that ocean 

tides result from the gravitational attraction of the sun and moon on the oceans of the earth 

[15]. Newtons law of universal gravitation states that the gravitational attraction between 

two bodies is directly proportional to the product of their masses, and inversely 

proportional to the square of the distance between the bodies [15], [16]. In this manner, 

the more the mass of the objects and the closer they are to each other, the more the 
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gravitational attraction between them [13]. Tidal creating forces are based on the 

gravitational attractive force. Whereas gravitational attractive forces vary inversely to the 

square of the distance between the objects, tidal generating forces vary inversely as the 

cube of the distance of the tide generating object. In this manner, with tidal generating 

forces, distance is a more highly weighted variable than it is in the gravitational attractive 

force [15]. The impact of distance on tidal generating forces is seen within the relationship 

between the sun, the moon, and the Earths waters. Although gravitational attraction 

between the Earth and the Sun is more than 177 times that between the Earth and the 

Moon, the moon overwhelms the tides. Our sun is 27 million times more enormous than 

our moon. If tidal forces were based exclusive on comparative masses alone, the sun ought 

to have a tide-generating force that is 27 million times greater than that of the moon. In 

case of, the sun is 390 times further from the Earth than is the moon. Hence, its tide-

generating force is reduced by 3903, or almost 59 million times compared to that of the 

moon. Since of these conditions, the suns tide-generating force is 27/59, or around half 

that of the moon [15]. 

1.5  Gravity, Inertia, and the two bulges 

Gravity could be a major force dependable for making tides. Inertia acts to offset gravity. 

It is the inclination of moving objects to proceed moving in a straight line. Together, 

gravity and inertia are dependable for the creation of two major tidal bulges on the Earth 

[13]. The gravitational attraction between the Earth and the moon is strongest on the side 

of the Earth that happens to be facing the moon, essentially since it is closer. This attraction 

causes the water on this “near side” of Earth to be pulled toward the moon. As gravitational 

force acts to draw the water closer to the moon, inertia endeavours to keep the water in 

place. But the gravitational force exceeds it and the water is pulled toward the moon, 

causing a “bulge” of water on the close side toward the moon [13]. On the inverse side of 

the Earth, or the “far side,” the gravitational attraction of the moon is less since it is more 

distant absent. Here, inertia exceeds the gravitational force, and the water tries to keep 

going in a straight line, moving away from the Earth. moreover, shaping a bulge [13]. In 

this way the combination of gravity and inertia make two bulges of water. One shapes 

where the Earth and moon are closest, and the other shapes where they are furthest 

separated. Over the rest of the globe gravity and inactivity are in relative adjust. Since 

water is fluid, the two bulges remain aligned with the moon as the Earth rotates [13]. The 

sun too plays a major part, influencing the size and position of the two tidal bulges. The 

interaction of the forces produced by the moon and the sun can be very complex. As this 

can be presentation to the subject of tides and water levels, we will focus most of our 

consideration on the impacts of the more grounded influence, the moon. 

 

Figure 2 Two tidal bulges due to moon's gravitational force and inertias [14] 
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Tides are created through a combination of forces applied by the gravitational pull of the sun 

and the moon and the revaluation of the earth. The relative movement of the three bodies 

produces different tidal cycles which influence the range of the tides. In addition, the tidal range 

is expanded considerably by local impacts such as shelving, funnelling, reflection and 

resonance. Energy can be extracted from tides by build a reservoir or basin behind a barrage 

and after that passing waters through turbines within the barrage to generate electricity. Tidal 

energy is greatly location particular requires mean tidal differences greater than 4 meters and 

positive topographical conditions, such as estuaries or certain types of bays in arrange to bring 

down costs of dams etc. 

Tides are mainly caused by the effect of the moon. The effect of the sun is there but the effect 

of the moon is 2.2 times stronger than the effect of the sun. So, this article considers the tides 

and essentially consider lunar tides. within a lunar day there are two high tides and two low 

tides in lunar days which means 24 hours 48 minute.  

1.6 Aim of the thesis 

The main purpose of this thesis is to enlighten different prospects of tidal energy and possible 

ways to overcome challenges of tidal energy system. 

2 State of the art 

There are different types of tidal barrage power plants are in operational right now which uses 

the tidal barrage technology. There are few examples given in this chapter. This different power 

plants uses different kind of tidal barrage system as well as different kind of turbine design.  

2.1  La Rance Tidal Power Plant 

La Rance, France Found close to St. Malo, France the La Rance tidal barrage (Fig. 1) was the 

first tidal range venture to be operational [17] [18]. Coffer dams were utilized for the 

development, which included the creation circular dams and depleting the water from inside 

the basin [19]. Builtbetween1961–1967, it gives a annually output of 480GWhperyear [20] 

[17]. A720m long barrage links the two sides of the river, capturing a 22km two area of water 

within the prepare [18]. It also doubles up as a road interface over the river and a valuable 

visitor attraction, making the local economy [21].  

 

Figure 3 La Rance Tidal Power Plant [14] 
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It works on a bi-directional cycle, using 24,10MW Kaplan bulb turbines, with a combined rated 

output of 240MW [20]. In arrange to increase the head difference (and so increment the yield) 

the turbines are moreover utilized as pumps [22] [3], As the primary of its kind, it can be classed 

as a success, working for over 30years, with little a down time of less than6.5% and without 

the required for any major over pull on the turbines [20] [23]. 

2.2  Lake Sihwa Tidal Power Plant 

The dam utilized for the Lake Sihwa tidal power (Fig.2) was initially built in 1994 to hold 

irrigation water for agricultural land whereas holding a tremendous whole of fresh water [24]. 

Due to pollution from nearby industries the freshwater was sullied and no longer useful. This 

led to the alteration of the dam into a tidal barrage, in arrange to diminish the pollution by 

presenting expansive sums of new water into the lake during each tidal cycle. 10 bulb turbines 

 

Figure 4 Sihwa Tidal Power Plant [25] 

with a combined operating capacity of 254 MW we reinstalled within the modified dam [24]. 

These turbines are just like the bulb type ones used in La Rance be that as it may, they are 

enhanced for operation within the surge heading as it were. By utilizing only flood operation, 

there are large inter tidal are as that are forever over water constantly, which would not happen 

when operating in a distinctive strategy [24]. Due to the achievement of the Lake Sihwa tidal 

project, the South Korean government are investigating the possibility of further sites around 

the country, with the foremost promising being the bays of Gerolim and Incheon. 

2.3  Annapolis Tidal Power Plant  

Developed in1984 and located in the bay of Funday, the Annapolis tidal range plant (Fig. 3) 

can require advantage of the largest tidal range in the world, with a spring tidal range of 16m 

[26] [27]. Working with a single turbine-the largest straflo turbine in the world, it produces a 

peak output of 20MW [28]. This power is produced as during the ebb tide. Like other tidal 

range devices, it too doubles up as a flood defence system and gives a crucial transport link. 
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Figure 5 Annapolis Tidal Power Plant [29] 

2.4  Jiangxia Tidal Range Power Plant   

Jiangxia, China Launched in1985 and located in Jiangxia Port, Wenling on the east coast, 

Jiangxia (Fig.4) is China’s biggest tidal range plant and is subjected to tidal ranges of 8.39m. 

 

Figure 6 Jiangxia Tidal Power Plant [25] 

Right now, utilizing 6 bulb turbines operating bi-directionally, generating an installed capacity 

of 3.9MW [30]. All technologies utilized for the development of the dam and turbines were 

made in China. Through the development of this barrage, the nearby economy and environment 

has profited with moved forward fishing conditions [31]. 

2.5 Tidal Power Plant in China 

China despite the fact there is very little literature available in the public domain, China has 

been exceptionally included and interested in the implementation about the tidal range 

technologies with 7 other tidal range plants built along the east coast with the first operational 

in1959. Be that as it may, due to poor choices with locations and using flawed turbine designs 

numerous of these as it were delivered power for a few years [28]. 
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3  Tidal Energy Technology 

There are three categories of tidal energy technologies.  

3.1  Tidal Range 

Tidal Range Technology utilize a barrage – a dam or other barrier – to harvest power from the 

height difference between high and low tide. The power is produced through tidal turbines 

(most of them come from hydropower plan, such as bulb turbines) located in the barrage, and 

their commercial achievability has been well set up through the operation of plants in France 

(240 Megawatts (MW)), Canada (20 MW), China (~5 MW) and Russia (0.4 MW) from the 

1960s and 1970s. In 2011/2012, South Korea opened the biggest and newest tidal barrage (254 

MW). New innovation created for tidal range power generation are tidal ‘lagoons’, tidal ‘reefs’, 

and tidal ‘fences’, and low-head tidal barrages [32].  

Tidal Range Technology Tidal range power plants deliver endless amounts of power, much 

more than any single shape of renewable energy. Tidal range power is made employing a head 

difference between two bodies of water. To form this, contrast a wall is utilized to isolate the 

two zones and as the tide flows in or out, the wall blocks the flow of the tide and makes a head 

contrast. When the head difference has come to an ideal level, the water passes through the 

barrage and makes energy due to the turbines put inside the holes within the wall. With two 

tidal cycles per day, this head differences made 4 times each day (as the tide comes in and out). 

This strategy has been used effectively in France, South Korea, Russia and China. Due to this, 

the UK among other nations is genuinely considering different potential applications. The aim 

of this paper is to evaluate the benefits of tidal range energy. As well as giving an upgrade on 

existing/ potential plants as well as the different modern and innovative methods of producing 

power in this way. The paper too evaluates both existing and potential turbine plans. Other 

papers that conversation broadly on the subject of Tidal range technology [33]. 

Tidal range technologies collect the potential energy made by the difference in head between 

ebb tide and flood tide. Such assets exist in areas where due to geological and ecological 

conditions, huge water masses flow into compounded regions or bays and estuaries. Moreover, 

tidal range energy is unsurprising, as the energy generation is not affected by climate 

conditions, but or maybe by the cyclical constellations, the gravity of the moon, sun and earth, 

giving an unsurprising bi-week, biannual and annual cycle. The first tidal barrage was 

completed within the Rance River in north-western France (Brittany) in 1966, but due to plans 

for more utilize of nuclear energy, the encourage interest of tidal energy was surrendered. 

Between 1966 and 2011, a number of small tidal plants were built in nations such as Canada, 

China, Iran [34] and Russia, where tidal energy asset is plenteous [10] executing agreement on 

[35]. The largest and most current tidal barrage in the world is the Sihwa dam in north-eastern 

South Korea, which was built in 2011 and got to be operational in 2012. The Sihwa dam, with 

a capacity of 254 MW, is a case of a multi-functional tidal barrage, which moves forward the 

ecology of a once in the past. closed sea-arm by making openings in an existing sea defence 

and installing hydro-turbines. This project may be pertinent example for a combined tidal range 

solution, where within the conclusion the need was set on environmental water quality 

improvement. 

Most conventional tidal range plans utilize bulb turbines, which are comparable to hydropower 

turbines that are introduced in a dam (run of rivers hydro power plant). 

Tidal Range in The Severn Estuary, UK in 2008 and 2009, a number of exploratory studies 

were attempted regarding a tidal barrage in the Severn Estuary (plans from 8 600 MW to 600 

MW). In 2010, the UK government chosen that the barrage would be as well hazardous as costs 
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were too high, including the natural and ecological issues. A few other plans for technology 

development for choices of so called ‘embryonic technologies’, had less of an ecological affect, 

and were hence proceeded. Options to a barrage in the Severn included thoughts for ‘tidal 

reefs’, tidal ‘fences’, tidal ‘lagoons. Corlon Hafran, a private corporate consortium, re-launched 

the thought for a tidal barrage in the Severn Estuary in 2010 and has since continued studies. 

In November 2012 another private consortium propelled a discussion for a tidal scheme for the 

Bristol Channel that included a tidal impoundment but moreover offshore wind and tidal 

current devices in the Bristol Channel [36]. Another consortium, Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, 

is currently developing a 240 MW lagoon. Published  a guidance noting that their “2-year cross-

government Severn tidal power feasibility consider seem not see a strategic case for public 

investment in a Severn tidal scheme in the immediate term” [37] [32]. 

A number of new developments are being considered. Tidal reefs would have a smaller head 

difference (2-3 m) than the ordinary 5-10 m utilized for tidal barrage. The advantage of this 

smaller head difference may be a diminished effect on the environment and easier development 

due to the lower pressure applied on the structure. On the downside, the lower head would 

marginally lower full flow efficiency of the turbines. Tidal lagoons are comparative to tidal 

barrage, except that they are not necessarily connected to the shore but might sit inside the 

ocean. Environmental impact assessments of the proposed tidal lagoon in Swansea Bay propose 

that lagoons would have lower environmental impacts than tidal barrages. Another 

development is the utilize of ultra-low-head tidal techniques.1 For case, the tidal barrage 

project within the Grevelingen Lake in the Netherlands would be the first ultra-low-head 

barrage, as the tidal difference would be as it were between 50 centimetres (cm) and 1 m. A 

few low-head tidal methods are currently being created, outstandingly by several UK colleges 

and companies, and some smaller firms in Canada and France [38]. Finally, the utilize of tidal 

fences would consist of a few individual vertical axis turbines that are associated to each other 

inside a fence structure [39]. The fence itself may well be set between the mainland and a 

nearby island, or between two islands (as proposed at the San Bernardino Straits in the 

Philippines). Hence, these applications are in their early stages of development and there are 

no models being tried within the water at present. 

3.1.1  Tidal barrage 

Tidal barrage makes utilize of the potential energy of the tides. A tidal barrage is regularly a 

dam, built across a bay or estuary that encounters a tidal range in excess of 5 m [40] Electricity 

generation from tidal barrages utilize the same principles as hydroelectric generation, but that 

tidal currents flow in both directions. A typical tidal barrage comprises of turbines, sluice gates, 

embankments and ship locks. The turbines that are used in tidal barrages are either 

unidirectional or bi-directional, and incorporate bulb turbines, straflo or rim turbines and 

tubular turbines [41]. Tidal barrages can be broken into two types: single-basin systems and 

double-basin systems [42]. 

A dam (barrage) is made across an estuary with turbines found along its length [43] As the tide 

comes in and out, the dam makes a head difference on one side. Once this head difference is 

great enough for the turbines, sluice gates are opened allowing the water to pass through the 

turbines, creating energy. With twice everyday tides, a tidal barrage can create power up to 

four times per day depending on the working method its employments. Since the development 

of La Rance which utilized an arrangement of coffer dams to build the barrage, preconstructed 

concertinas- children can presently be made on land and floated in to place [44] This method 

of power production creates tremendous amounts of electricity. They are moreover able to 

coordinate infrastructure such as road and rail intersection on top-of the dam that is made. In 

any case, large-scale deployment of this method of power generation has been hampered by 
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critical environmental concerns and exceptionally high costs [17]. These were the reasons 

different proposition already exploring tidal range barrage in the Severn estuary were expelled. 

To counter this, several new, innovative strategies to require advantage of tidal energy have 

been made, but with less natural impacts [45]. 

Barrages permit tidal waters to fill an estuary by sluices and to empty through turbines. Tidal 

streams can be harnessed to utilizing offshore underwater devices comparable to wind turbines. 

In any case, all commercial executions of tidal energy concepts utilize a dam approach with 

hydraulic turbines. Among them, it is additionally regular to discover as it were only the ebb 

generation concept. There are other concepts available for tidal energy conversion as appeared 

within the over figure. In addition, tidal fences and lagoons exist. 

 

Figure 7 Tidal Barrage System 

Be that as it may, they are less well known and never tried on commercial scale. The PTO 

arrangement for tidal power is commonly bulb turbine within the case of barrages. There are 

choices to this within the form of rim, tubular, and Davies turbines. 

Tidal Barrage Technology: Tidal current or tidal stream technologies have made gigantic 

strides in development towards commercialisation within the past five to seven years. Almost 

40 new devices are as of now being developed and few of them are tested – at full scale – in 

UK waters. 

Tidal range technology has a few choices for power generation. 

I.) One Way Power Generation at Ebb Side The reservoir is filled at flood tide through sluice 

gates or valves that are closed once the tide has come to its highest level. At the ebb tide, the 

water within the reservoir is discharged through the turbines and power is created. With this 

single cycle, electric power is generated for only four hours per day. Annapolis in Canada is 

an ebb generation plant. 

II) One Way Power Generation at Flood Tide At flood tide the sluice gates are kept closed to 

the reservoir whereas at its most reduced level. When the tide is high, the water from the sea-

side flows into the reservoir through the turbines, in this way generating power. The drawback 

of this cycle is that it has less capacity and produces less electricity, and it may be ecologically 
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disadvantageous as the water level within the impoundment is kept at a low level for a long 

time. Sihwa is a flood generation plant. 

III) Two Way Power Generation Both approaching and active tides generate power through the 

turbines. This cycle produce power for four hours twice daily. Be that as it may, reversible 

turbines are required. La Rance is an ebb and flood generation plant; bulb turbines can 

moreover pump water for optimisation. 

3.1.2 Tidal current or tidal stream technologies 

Tidal current or Tidal Stream Technology have had more than 40 modern devices presented 

between the period 2006-2013. The major contrasts among the devices are the turbines, which 

can be based on a vertical or horizontal axis, and in few cases are enclosed (ducted).Full-scale 

sending of single turbines have been accomplished, and another step is the exhibit of arrays of 

turbines [46]. Up to 2010, the industry was dominated by little entrepreneurial companies, but 

inside the final three years large engineering firms and turbine producers like ABB, Alstom, 

Andritz Hydro, DCNS, Hyundai Heavy Industries, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Siemens, and 

Voith Hydro have entered the market. Besides, companies like General Electric (GE) have also 

appeared an interest and are providing the electrical power systems for few of the models. 

Moreover, expansive utilities like Bord Gais Energy, Electricity de France (EDF), GDF Suez, 

and Iberdrola are running exhibit projects. A few tidal current or tidal stream technologies are 

too utilized to harvest ocean currents. Compared to tidal currents, ocean currents are 

unidirectional and by and large but more continuous. Ocean current technologies are in an early 

formative organize, and no full-scale model has been tried or illustrated [32]. 

Tidal current or tidal stream technologies convert the kinetic energy into useable energy. 

Technology improvement are comparable to the improvement of wind turbines. In spite of the 

fact that larger-scale exhibit projects use horizontal axis turbines, three fundamental categories 

can be distinguished. 

3.1.3 Horizontal-axis axial and vertical-axis cross flow turbines 

Horizontal and vertical axis tidal turbines as of now utilize blades that are positioned either in 

parallel (horizontal) or opposite (vertical) to the direction of the flow of water. The turbines are 

comparative to designs used for wind turbines, but due to the higher density of water the blades 

are smaller and turn more gradually than wind turbines. Besides, they have to resist more forces 

and movements than wind turbines. Most plans utilize blades that are associated to a central 

rotor shaft, which through a gearbox, is associated to a generator shaft. Open-centre turbines 

have a different design in that the blades are mounted on an inner, open centred shaft housed 

in a inactive tube. As the water flows through the shaft, 2 A more point by point categorisation 

can be found on the website of the European Marine Energy Centre. it rotates and electricity is 

produced. The advantage of this plan is that it disposes the require for a gearbox.3 The blades 

of horizontal or vertical turbines can moreover be enclosed encased inside a duct. The last-

mentioned turbines are referred to as Enclosed, Ducted or Shrouded turbines. Due to the 

enclosure, the ocean current is concentrated and streamlined so that the flow and power output 

from the turbines increases. Based on an outline of existing tidal current projects, 76% of all 

turbines are horizontal axis turbines and 12% are vertical axis turbines [47]. In 2011, 76% of 

all investigate and development investments into tidal current technologies went into horizontal 

axis turbines, 4% into enclosed turbines, and 2% into vertical axis turbines. 

3.1.4 Reciprocating devices 

Responding devices have blades called hydrofoils – shaped like airplane wings – that move up 

and down as the tidal stream flows on either side of the blade.4 The up and down development 
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of the hydrofoils is subsequently converted into revolution to drive a turning shaft, or associated 

to pistons to support a hydraulic system for power generation. The advantage of responding 

devices is that the length of the blade is not constrained by water depth, in any case it too 

requires complex control systems to pitch 3 Devices without a gearbox are called direct-drive 

generators. There are moreover proposals to utilize vortex induced cylinders to produce power 

in a comparable way. the blades accurately. Around 2% of all R&D investments in tidal current 

technologies went into responding devices. 

3.1.5 Other designs 

There are number of other plans that are within the inquire about and development stage. This 

category incorporates pivoting screw-like devices and tidal kites that carry turbines below their 

wings. 

Besides the change technology, there are number of additional technological viewpoint that 

decide the execution and costs of tidal current technologies: 1) support structures, 2) array 

formation, and 3) electrical connections to shore. All tidal current technologies require a 

support structure to keep the technology in place and withstand the cruel conditions at sea. The 

choice for the established depends amongst others. on the position of the tidal current 

technology within the water, the depth of the water, the structure of the seabed, and the 

accessibility of vessels and offshore drilling devices to support the development. There are 

three categories of support structures [42].The first category comprises of the gravity structure 

often comprising of a huge mass of concrete and steel – interfacing the technologies to the 

seabed. The second category are pilled structures whereby one or more beams are drilled or 

pinned into the seabed. Foundations with one single beam are called monopiles. The third 

category are so-called floating foundations which are associated to the ocean bed through either 

rigid or adaptable wires or chains. Although there appears to be a meeting in tidal current 

technologies towards horizontal axis designs, there is still very a variety in mooring 

technologies utilized. Of the different tidal current concepts and projects developed so far, 56% 

uses rigid association (mostly seabed), 36% uses mooring, and 4% monopiles [32]. For 

illustration, Marine Current Turbines (MCT)/Siemens’ Sea Gen changed from a monopile 

support structure to an unused tripod design. Alstom, on the other hand, is working on turbines 

with individual components that can be mounted on distinctive kinds of mooring structures.  

Another technical viewpoint for tidal current technologies is their arrangement within the frame 

of ranches or arrays. Individual generator units are restricted in capacity, hence multi-row 

arrays of tidal turbines built to capture the total potential of tidal currents. In any case, turbines 

have an effect on the current flows, so the arrangement in which they are put may be a basic 

figure to decide their potential yield and output [48]. Additionally, grid association for tidal 

current technology arrangement requires consideration. Turbines ought to be associated to each 

other through array cables (ordinarily 33 kilovolt (kV)). The array is at that point typically 

associated to an offshore substation, which is connected through a trade cable (typically 150 

kV) to an onshore substation and in the long run to the grid (the International Energy Agency 

implementing agreement for Renewable Energy Technology Deployment. With the 

improvement of wind parks offshore, there is presently significant involvement in creating both 

offshore alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) grid infrastructures. However, grid 

connection remains one of the basic viewpoints for tidal energy sending as delays and the costs 

for grid connection may put many projects at risk.  

Tidal current technologies can too be utilized to produce power from ocean currents. Ocean 

currents, although moderate is a continuous flow driven by wind patterns and thermohaline 

circulation. In spite of the fact that there are right now no known applications, studies have 

been broadly embraced, for illustration in Florida [49].Ocean currents are a curiously asset as 
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they are exceptionally consistent though with a moderate speed. Studies of thoughts for floating 

offshore stages, are currently being embraced and in this way, no near future commercial 

applications have been reported. 

3.1.6  Hybrid Forms 

The final category, Hybrid Applications are shapes of tidal range technologies that have 

awesome potential if their design and deployment can be combined with the arranging and 

plant of modern infrastructure for coastal zones. Project proposals for hybrid applications exist 

in Canada (British Columbia), China, the Netherlands (Grevelingen), Norway (E39 road 

project) and the UK (Bristol Channel). Moreover, there are plans for a hybrid form of tidal 

range and current power generation called ‘dynamic tidal power’. Once more, no full-scale 

prototype has been tried or illustrated yet [32]. 

Crossover shapes of tidal energy can be found within the shape of multi-purpose stages where 

both tidal current and tidal range technologies are utilized for power generation. These stages 

are in an early development and inventive arrange. 

A later advancement is called “dynamic tidal power” (DTP). It comprises of a 30-60 km long 

dam that runs opposite to the coastline. At the conclusion of the dam, there’s a boundary 

shaping a “T” shape. The dam interferes with the wavering tidal waves on either side of the 

dam and creates a tallness distinction between the water levels. This height difference creates 

potential vitality, which can be changed over into power utilizing the low-head turbines that 

are being utilized in tidal ranges. A specialized feasibility study-supported by the Dutch 

government- for an 8 GW DTP plant in China, is anticipated to be discharged in 2015. 

4 Tidal energy calculation 

Potential Energy 

Theoretical estimation of energy from tidal barrage. The tidal contains potential energy (PE) 

and. The potential energy is the energy stored or available when water is available at an 

elevation higher than normal. Usually possible during flooding tides and energy will be 

available during the ebbing phase. 

Ep =
1

2
ρgA∆H2           (1) 

Where, Ep is the PE over a tide cycle, ρ is the density of sea water (1025kg/m3), g is the 

acceleration due to the earth’s gravity (9.807 m/s2), A is the horizontal area of the enclosed 

basin (km2), and ∆H is the mean tidal range in the basin (m), ∆t = average height*3600 s. 

 

4.1 Suitable locations for tidal barrage power plants 

Tidal energy prospects along different location. Table 1 shows the different location have tidal 

prospects and tidal energy can harnessed by using different tidal energy technologies. From the 

mean tidal height calculate the potential energy per km2 in MW. The table 1 shows for Port of 

Bristol (Avonmouth) average height is 9.6m. so, calculate the Potential energy per Km2 Port 

of Bristol (Avonmouth) which is 13.64 MW potential energy per km2. 
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Table 1 Generated Potential Energy at different location [50] 

Sr. No. Location Mean Hight (m) Potential Energy per 

km2 (MW) 

1 Port of Bristol (Avonmouth) 9.6 13.64 

2 Granville, France 8.59 12.21 

3 Iies Chausey, France 8.19 11.64 

4 St. Malo, France 7.98 11.34 

5 Binic, France 7.43 10.56 

6 Brest (Atlantic Coast) France 4 5.68 

7 Barry Bristol Channel, UK 8.26 11.74 

8 Koksoak river, Canada 8.68 12.33 

9 Hopes advance bay, Canada 8.22 11.68 

10 Gulf of Khambhat, India 8 10.9 

11 Gulf of Kutch, India 6.5 9.24 

12 Maharashtra, India 3 4.26 

13 Sundarbans, India 5.5 7.81 

 

4.2 Prospect in Brest (Atlantic coast) France 

The Brest located in the most western part of Brittany France. Constitutes an original 

confluence of two Aulne and Elron estuary systems, which are covering an area to the Atlantic 

Ocean. The two river channels merge to the Centerport of the narrows where they combine and 

shape an expansive valley. The Brest coastal has 4m tidal range. Suppose the Brest location 

have basin area 3 km times 20 km. 

The one way to allow the system to generate continuous power by how big a basin is, depends 

on the topology of the site and geography of site. 

Tidal variation = R 

Surface area of basin = A 

dm= mass of water in a day 

dE = ygdm             (2) 
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dE = ygAdy            (3) 

dE = ρAg. ydy           (4) 

Total amount of energy available 

 E= ∫ ρAg. ydy
R

0
           (5) 

Emax =
1

2
ρAgR2           (6) 

ρAgR =half of the amount of mass tidal head 

=
1

2
× mass of water × tidal head 

Lunar day = 24 hrs 48 min.; in lunar days 4 times tides occur in two-way generation. 

≈ 8.492 × 104sec 

Average power=
4×

1

2
ρAgR2

8.492×104
 

ρ = 1.025 × 103  
kg

m3
 

g = 9.8 
m

s2
 

Pmax = 0.25AR2; maximum power generates. 

Actual Power Generation: 

Suppose having a basin area of 3 km, times 20 km. tidal range variation R=4 m 

For this specific site, 

Pmax = 0.25AR2; 

=0.225 × 3 × 20 × 106 × (4)2 

≈ 216 MW 

See, the amount of water contained in about 60 km square would produce about 30 MW. That 

is theoretical maximum amount of energy. Actual production is one fourth of that so, 

approximately = 54 MW generated. 

Suppose increase the head to 4m from 5.5 m see the effect of R2 

Pactual = 0.056AR2 

= 0.056 × 3 × 20 × 106 × (5.5)2; 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 

≈ 102 MW; 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟  
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4.3 Turbine 

Turbines can either be one way or two-way turbine. One-way turbine significantly cheaper than 

two-way turbine. Many people prefer on way turbine. 

4.3.1 Single basin one-way turbine for Brest (Atlantic Coast) France  

During high tide water would come in and during low tide water would go out and make a 

choice which can one do you utilize high tide or low (ebb) tide? 

Normally people use the ebb tide, if it is one-way turbine because during ebb tide more water 

is available because estuary has river so there would be more water coming in. more than the 

amount that has come in through the high tide. That is why during the emptying you have more 

energy available. 

During the high tide water comes in and if it is one-way turbine water are not allowing to go in 

through the turbine.so, having additionally some gates that gates are called sluice gates. Which 

allow the water to go in or out without going through the turbine. 

So, during the high tide open the sluice gate so, that water comes in and during the low tide 

close the sluice gates and allow the water to go through the turbine and that time electricity 

generates. 

TWO LEVELS 

4.3.1.1 Sea water level 

Sea water level, during the tidal variation would vary approximately sinusoidal and this 

sinusoidal will have a time period of 12 hours and 24 minutes. There would be a full sinusoidal 

cycle of the sea water level. 

4.3.1.2 Basin water level 

The basin water level during the high tide sluice gate open and therefore, basin level water very 

closely follows the sea water level. Then as the two levels becomes equal then it cannot keep 

the sluice gates open. So, close the sluice gates. As a result, the basin water level remains the 

same, while the sea water level falls and beyond a certain time the height. The head means the 

difference of the two levels become sufficient to generate electricity. At that time allow the 

water to pass through the turbine. Which means then the level in the basin will also increase, 

will also decease and the sea water level is also decreasing. 

So, they follow each other but with a difference because in order to produce electricity it is 

having a certain head. After sometimes head becomes insufficient to generate electricity. Then 

again, the sluice gate is closed and then after the two levels become the same the turbine was 

closed. Sluice gate is also closed at this time. That cycle repeats itself. The sea water level is 

varying approximately sinusoidally. 

During the high tide, the basin water level is following the sea water level because the sluice 

gates are open. And at this time the sluice gates are closed the turbines are also closed till a 

certain head builds up. 
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Figure 8 Using One-way turbine in single basin 

 

 

Figure 9 Sinusoidal curve for using single basin one-way turbine 

During the high tide, the basin water level is following the sea water level because the sluice 

gates are open. And at this time the sluice gates are closed the turbines are also closed till a 

certain head builds up. 

At that point of time the turbines are opened and then there is generation of electricity note: the 

generation of electricity is not constant. Because the head is small, at this time the head is 

largest, again the head falls and finally at this time turbine has to be stopped because there is 

no longer sufficient head to generate electricity and both are closed till the two levels become 

equal. Then the sluice gates are again opened. 
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Figure 10 Power characteristic for using single basin one-way turbine 

Power generation for Brest (Atlantic coast) France the theoretical power is 509MW and the 

actual power production is one fourth of the theoretical power generation. As shown in Fig10. 

power generation curve the actual average power is approximately 127MW.  

4.3.2 Single basin two-way turbine for Brest (Atlantic coast) France 

In case of one-way turbine, the amount of power generation is not half that can generate by a 

two-way turbine. It is more than half. If having two-way turbine, it produces more electricity. 

It is above 65% that can generate by a two-way turbine. Two-way turbine generates more 

because of this fact that during the ebb tide more amount of water is available and another 

reason is many installations preferred the one-way turbine and a simple single basin single tide 

scheme. 

 

Figure 11 Using two-way turbine in single basin scheme 

How will the scheme work? 

Starting a point assume that it is going into the high tide. When it is going into the high tide, 

then the turbines are open. Therefore, there should be a difference between the two levels, for 
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the turbines to work. But the turbines since there are open, the water is going into the basin 

from sea and therefore, it should go up. Basin water level till a point where turbines cannot run 

longer because the head has become too low. When the head has become too low, stop the 

turbine and keep both the turbines and the sluice gates close. Or might open the sluice gates till 

it goes to point. The turbine cannot function, but it can still open the sluice gates till the water 

levels become equal and then both are closed till sometimes when again the head builds up. 

Again, must open the turbine in the opposite direction so that the basin water levels fall. Basin 

water, now water empties through the turbine till a time when the levels are equal. At that time 

gates are open so that it goes very close to the sea water level. When they are again equal it is 

close till the head builds up and then it stars. Then the whole cycle again repeats. 

The power generation will be dependent on the head but after all the same amount of water can 

flow through water is incompressible stuff. So, the head will not make the more water or less 

water to flow so, same amount of water will flow with same velocity. 

Depending on the velocity of flow that depends a bit on the head so, when head is large amount 

of water flowing. The rate of flow does not depend on whether it is high tide or low tide, it is 

depending on the aperture of the turbine and the head difference that having. 

 

Figure 12 Sinusoidal curve for using single basin two-way turbine 

The periods where no power generation, creates a problem because suddenly there must be 

load shedding because no load periods, no generation periods. 

Different countries have tried to solve this problem in different ways. Some countries have 

offered special incentive for creating industries that take the power when it is available at that 

period when it is available, when it is generated the power is very cheap. Around 2 hours 

periods when no power generation they switch it off and it is for lunar cycle not for solar cycle.  
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Figure 13 Power characteristic for using single basin two-way turbine 

5  Discussion 

One thing is almost universally done when sea water level and basin level became equal. A 

trick is played at this time, when they become equal, then use the turbine as a pump and put in 

additional amount of water into the basin. 

When the head difference is very small then it could be need very little power in order to pump. 

So, that the basin water level becomes goes up and then get more amount of head available and 

then it goes down. It can generate for a larger amount of time not only that, all the time it has 

more head available.so, pumped when the head difference is small and can utilize when the 

head difference is large. As a result, the same quantities of water can produce a lot of more 

power that concept is almost universally used because it can enhance the capacity a lot. 

5.1 Example for pump using 

Suppose additionally pump 10% water, the total amount of water that was coming in. Let it be 

Q and additionally pump in 10% more water has come in is 1.1Q and as a result the head has 

gone up to 1.1R. 

Assume that and calculate: When it pumping, pumping means shown in the (fig 14.) the sea 

water level and the head increase 0.1R so, what is average head difference against which must 

do the pumping? (0.05R). Average head difference for pumping is 0.05R so, how much water 

was pumped in? if the total amount of water that normally comes is Q. it is 10% of that so, 

point 1times Q that is the amount of water that is pumped in. 

  

Figure 14 using pump in barrage system 
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Amount of water pumped in=0.1Q. 

Pumping energy=0.05RQ; this amount of energy has been spent. 

For turbine operation average head=0.55R 

Water through put=1.1Q 

Total energy generated =0.55R×1.1Q 

=0.605RQ; this amount of energy generated 

Net energy generated=0.6RQ which means 20% gain. 

By using pumping energy generated 0.5 to 0.6 it’s about 20% gain. 

 

5.2  Site: gulf of cambay or gulf of Khambhat 

It is estuary of many rivers and it has an elongated part. It is possible to construct dams but still 

if notice the sizes, the sizes of the dam that would be necessary is 25 to 30 km. which is very 

large, very large expenditure. Through the amount of water that would be enclosed is very large 

power generation capacity of close to 500 MW. but still the problem is that the capital 

expenditure due to which the country has not yet been able to establish such a tidal power plant.  

You can build a small dam depending on how much you can spend and depending on that you 

will have different amounts of energy made available because different amount, different sizes 

of basins can be created. Other site in India that are not possible for good tidal generation sites. 

In Sundarbans has environmental objections and many rivers meet so, it could be built a small 

type of many dams. 

5.3 How to produce continuous power form tidal power generation 

In all the power generation schemes through tidal power, the output is not continuous. It 

generates power only during a specific period something like 4 hrs and there will be gap, again 

4 hrs, then there will be gap. 

If the plant is larger, then obviously that leads to a lot of problems. Because, how do you utilize 

that intermittent power? 

If you want to utilize for domestic purposes, then obviously during the other periods you have 

to switch everything off, that is very inconvenient. 

So, one-way people have tried to overcome this problem was by means introducing specific 

industries. Specific industries mean industries which are given incentives to utilize the power 

only during the period when it is available. Industries that switch on during that period, do their 

production and then when it is not available simply go for lunch. 

If tidal plant is large even larger than the capability of industries, then that led to a problem. 

There either has to be additional hydroelectric power plants in the power systems. Which can 

switch on and switch off depending on the availability of power from the hydroelectric plants. 

One possible way of countering the problem but people look for other ways of generating 

continuous power. 
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5.4 Why was the power discontinuous or intermittent? 

The power was discontinuous or intermittent because as the tidal variation takes place, by the 

way which part is high tide and which part is low tide. One idea for continuous generation is 

Two dam and two basins. Double basin scheme which is used in France La Rance. Imagine 

that during the high tide period allow to gate 1 open for water come in. During low tide period 

open gate 2 and allow the water to go out through. So, basin 1 has high water level and basin 

1 will be maintaining a relatively low water level. So, there is head difference between basin 1 

and 2. That head difference turbine works utilizing that conditions. So, the turbine does not 

work utilizing the head difference between the sea and the basin. 

 

Figure 15 Working of double basin system for continuous power generation 

 

Upper basin 

During the high tide upper basin is open to the sea. It should fill up and the difference between 

the sea level and the upper basin level would be very small. So, assume in graph, when level is 

reached very close to level is reached the gate is closed and therefore it will fall. Why it will 

fall because the water is gain from basin 1 to that basin 2, therefore water level fall. 

Lower basin 

The lower basin was, the gate 2 was closed during the high tide period. So, it was only rising. 

Why its rising because water was coming in from basin period. So, even though gate is closed 

it was rising slowly then open sluice gate 2, then the water level falls. It will be slightly greater 

than the water level in the sea. 

Every time head maintained so; power generation is not constant because the head is not 

constant all the time. 

Tidal power plant normally requires low head turbines why? Because the head available is 

normally at the order of 2 meters to 1.5 meters. Very rare case we have head larger than that. 
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6 Conclusion 

This thesis report presents the potential of the Tidal Energy. In today’s world, the non-

renewable energy sources are very limited and demand for the power is rising exponentially. 

In order to match the power demand, new ways of Energy sources needed to be found and 

applied. There are lots of different type of renewable energy sources are there such as Solar, 

Wind, Tidal etc. The most prominent of them all is the Tidal Energy. The definition of the tidal 

energy is that to harness the power from the tides in the Oceans. Tides are form due to the 

gravitational pull from Sun and Moon on the planet Earth. Almost 70% of the earth surface is 

covered by water. The gravitational pull from Sun and Moon also affect the water and 

experience a bulge. During the day there are always two high and two low tide, and one can 

harness the energy from these tides. 

Tidal Energy is one of the important but underrated and underdeveloped renewable energy 

source because of some limitations. In present time, to harness the power from the tidal energy 

is challenging. This thesis report shows the potential ways to harness the power from the tidal 

energy from different kind of technology such as Tidal range, tidal current, Tidal hybrid form. 

Tidal range technology uses the dam and or barrage to harvest the power from the high 

difference form the high and low tides. The power is generated from the turbine which resides 

in the barrage. Tidal current technology uses the stream of the tides to generate the power. So 

many different designs of turbine have been developed for this technology. Some technology 

uses the Ocean current instead of the Tidal Current because ocean currents are unidirectional. 

The last technology is the hybrid technology. Hybrid technology uses the combination of the 

different tidal range technologies to maximize the efficiency and reduce the maintenance cost.  

This thesis report is focused on the Tidal barrage technology because it is underdeveloped, and 

lot of new technology can be developed in order to improve the efficiency of the tidal barrage 

system. Tidal barrage system can be design as single or double basin system with one-way 

turbine and two-way turbine system. The single basin system can generate power only while 

the basin is emptying by releasing the water back into the ocean. In double basin system, the 

power can be generated continuously because of the different levels of basins. 

There are certain limitations of the tidal energy system. One of the biggest disadvantages is the 

efficiency of the tidal barrage system. The efficiency of the tidal barrage system is about 25%. 

This is mainly because of the power conversion ratio of the turbine. The improved design can 

be implemented such as Pelton turbine or crossflow turbine. There are lots of power losses 

while transmitting power to long distances with the current AC technology. The High Voltage 

DC (HVDC) can be used to transmit the generated power with less loss. One of the important 

aspects is the maintenance of the tidal barrage system. The maintenance cost is very high 

because the saltwater is very corrosive, and it can damage the turbines so much. To overcome 

the problem, new kind of material such as Carbon fibre can be used in the future. The biggest 

disadvantage for this technology is the protection of the marine life and ecological system of 

the area. This is one of the main problems why this technology is hard to develop because of 

the restrictions.  

There are always pros and cons for the technology. Some of the cons are difficult to overcome 

so new technologies needed to be developed. So, there are technologies such as deep-water 

turbine system and hydro-dynamic lift system being developed. 
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8 Nomenclature 

Ep 

ρ 

g 

∆H2 

∆𝑡 

A 

R 

Emax 

Pmax 

Pactual 

Q 

dm 

dE 

dy 

Potential Energy (MW) 

Density of sea water (kg/m3) 

Earth’s Gravity (𝑚/𝑠2) 

Mean Tidal Range (m) 

Change in Time (s) 

Horizontal area of the enclosed basin km2 

Tidal Variation (m) 

Total amount of energy available 

Maximum Power Generation  

Actual Power Generation 

Total amount of water coming in 

Mass of water in a day 

Potential energy 

Slice of water at height y 
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